
This solution is for auditoriums, lecture halls and other large classrooms. With the Q-NEX NMP and IQPodium, the ordinary lectern
can be transformed into a multifunctional one with centralized control under minimum cost. By simply standing in front of the
lectern, the lecturer can have one-button control over the electric screen and projector, easily switch input sources, power on/off
lights and air conditioner, also use IQPodium (the desktop smart display) to connect his laptop for touch control and courseware
annotation.

Digital Lectern Integration Interactive Pen Display AV matrix switching

Multimedia centralized control Task schedule Campus AV broadcasting

Key features



1. As a highly-integrated product, NMP is small in size and simple for wiring, therefore it can be perfectly adapted to various classroom 

lecterns. It is an ideal solution to refurbish the old lectern into a digital one.
2. The IQPodium (interactive pen display) offers the lecturer a place to annotate on the courseware and display on big screens. 
3. Teachers can control multimedia devices in the classroom through the NMP control panel, such as power on devices by tapping cards, 

control projection screen up and down, turn lights on/off, AV switching, microphone volume adjustment, etc.

4. By setting the power on/off task or the task of AV broadcasting on the Q-NEX Console, the system can automatically turn on the devices 
or send the AV content to the lecture hall by schedule.

5. When receiving the campus AV broadcast or the principal's live broadcast, NMP can automatically roll down the projection screen and 

turn on the projector.

Solution details

Features
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Function ITEM QUANTITY

Central Control Q-NEX Networked Media Processor 1

AV input

Teacher's laptop or classroom PC 1

IQView Document Camera 1

IQShare Wireless Presentation System 1

Display Device

IQTouch 1

IQPodium 1

Projector 2

Audio Output IQSound Speakers 1 (pair)

Audio Input

Gooseneck Mic 1

Wireless Mic 1

Other external devices -- Lights, air conditioner, electronic door lock *1
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